
 
Monday 6th July 2020 – Reading Timetables 

 

 

Tuesday 7th July 2020 – Arithmetic 

901 + 100 = 1001  77  x 7 = 539  5489 + 443 = 5932  24 x 4 = 96  412 = 412 x 1  

319 - 40 = 279  5/12 - 3/12 = 2/12 OR ⅙  3500 ÷ 7 = 500  572 - 59.9 = 512.1 

 

Wednesday 8th July  2020 – Reading Timetables 

 

 

Thursday 9th July 2020 - Arithmetic 

7291 + 6304 = 13, 595  30% of 2400 = 720 100 x 1000 =100,000  44.6 - 8.92 =  35.68 

20, 000 - 1, 600 = 18,400  11 x 4 ½ = 49 ½   9 + 3 x 7 = 30  ¾ ÷ 5 = 3/20  3598 ÷ 14 = 257 

 

Friday 10th July 2020 – Reading Timetables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Home learning answers  WB 8.6.20 

Kensuke’s Kingdom comprehension 

1. His dog (barking, tail circling)         

  2. Any 3 of these: a beach, trees/forest, a hill, gibbons, birds, other creatures.       

  3. He heard/saw gibbons at the zoo.   

   4. “until I knew there was no point” or “No boat. Nothing.”                         

 5. Either sad/upset because he cried/called for his parents   or scared/nervous  because he was 

bothered by the eyes/ felt he was being watched.     or BOTH. 

Geography challenge 

1)   a) golf course   b) viewpoint   c) picnic site  2)   a) 3524  b) 3122 

Choosing 5 objects from the sinking ship 

And the answer was…the island was full of poisonous snakes and the beach was the only safe place 

BUT at night the sea rose and covered the beach. 

SO do you think you would have survived that with your 5 items?  Why not email your teacher or 

Mrs Jessener and explain what you would have done? 

Coordinates (treasure map) 

1.  a) (18,16) b) (10,10)  c)(11, -13)  d) (-4,-14)  e)  (-13,3)    f) (10,5) 

g) (8,-8) h) (-16,-10)    

2.   a) dolphin b) starfish c) palm tree d) boat/raft e) spade 

3. a) (16,6) b) (5,-16)  c) (-5,2)   d) (-18,-18)  e) (1,-11)   f) (-18,15)  g) (-7,16) 

 

 

Island animals – dangerous or safe? 

You will be pleased to hear that none of the animals on your island are REALLY dangerous. Even the 

dangerous ones will rarely attack. So….. 

SAFE = the hermit crab, the goliath spider (he’s cute!), the binturong (have been kept as pets in 

parts of Asia) , guinea fowl, humming bird, monk seal and leopard shark. (This type of shark is very 

shy and there are no records of them causing any fatality) 

 



 
CAN BE DANGEROUS =  Dart frogs (poisonous skin will make you ill if you touch it but would only 

kill you if it went inside your body).   Bullet ants ( won’t kill you but, if accidentally disturbed,  will 

give you some  of the most painful bites ever).   Swordfish (never attack humans but will use their 

point to try to escape capture which can harm humans).   Alligators attack less frequently than you 

think and don’t generally like eating humans but can kill us.  Squid can be dangerous depending on 

the size and species. Many are harmless but some large, aggressive species have grabbed and killed 

divers.  Sting rays are not generally dangerous. They never attack humans but can give a painful 

sting if disturbed or accidentally trodden on. In very rare cases, the sting can lead to death. 

Island animals and plants – can I eat them? 

GOOD TO EAT= Papaya is fine to eat (as long as it is ripe) Squid is a very popular food as is swordfish 

(if you can catch them). Guinea fowl is very much like turkey or chicken. Alligator meat is popular in 

some parts of the USA. Goliath spiders are a delicacy in parts of south America, roasted in banana 

leaves! Hermit crabs can be eaten. Binturong have been hunted for their meat and so have leopard 

sharks. Monk seals are rarely eaten by humans now but used to be hunted for meat in olden times.  

Hummingbirds can be eaten but are very small. Stingrays can also be eaten. 

OK /BE CAREFUL = cashew nuts are very tasty BUT raw, they are toxic and could make you sick. 

Cashews must be roasted before eating. Bullet ants are not generally eaten. It would be possible 

but a lot of effort and risk to catch them for little meat. 

DO NOT EAT = Dart frogs have poison in their skin which is strong enough to kill 10 people or more. 

Don’t try eating them. 

 


